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General instructions :
1. Only answers to be written in the sheet against the correct question number.
2. Attempt all the questions in each section before going to the next.
3. The question paper is divided into four sections:

Section A Reading 16 Marks
Section B Writing 24 Marks
Section C Grammar 16 Marks
Section D Literature 24 Marks
_____________________________________________________________________

SECTION A: READING

1 .Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow.

1.India is a vast country, with lots of cultural and geographical diversities. This has resulted in a
number of different languages being spoken across the country. Some of these languages are
accepted nationally, while others are accepted as dialects of particular regions. All these
languages originated from the greatest languages of the past, with most of them belonging to
several major linguistic families, like Indo-Aryan (spoken by seventy percent of the Indians),
Dravidian language (spoken by twenty-two percent of Indians), Austro-Asiatic languages and
Tibeto-Burman linguistic languages.

2.The Indian constitution (Article 343) declares Hindi to be the official language of the Union.
Hindi is also the mother tongue of about twenty per cent of the Indians population, living in the
area known as the 'Hindi-belt' of northern India. This includes the states of Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Bihar, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan. Haryana and
Himachal Pradesh also have Hindi as their official language.

3.English is the commonly used official language of India. It enjoys a special status and remains
the additional official language of India. It is also the authoritative, legislative and judicial
language. Apart from the more widely spoken English and Hindi, there are the various regional
languages as well. However, the eighth schedule of the Constitution of India lists twenty-two
such regional languages only, giving them official status.

A. Answer the following questions.

(i) What is the origin of the languages spoken in India? 2
(ii) What does the phrase ‘Hindi-belt’ refer to? 2



(iii) Besides Hindi, which other language holds the status of being an official language
of India? 1

(iv) How many languages are listed officially in the constitution of India? 1

(v) Find the word from the passage which means the SAME as 2
(a) state or quality of being different or varied (para 1)
(b) local language (para 1)

(vi) Find the ANTONYMS of the given words from the passage: 2
(a) Insignificant (para 1)
(b) informal (para 3)

2. Read the poem carefully and answer the question that follows:

The Town Child
I live in the town in a street,
It is crowded with traffic and feet.
There are buses and motors and trams,
I wish there were meadows and lambs.
The houses all wait in a row,
There is smoke everywhere that I go.
I don't like the noises I hear,
I wish there were woods very near.
There is only one thing that I love,
And that is the sky far above.
There is plenty of room in the blue,
For castles of clouds and me, too.

A. Complete the summary of the poem by filling up the blanks.
(i) The child does not like his street because ______ . 1
(ii) The only thing he loves is _____. 1
(iii) “Crowded with traffic and feet.” Here, feet refers to ______ . 1
(iv) The blue according to the poet is ____. 1
(v) Pick out the word from the poem which means the OPPOSITE of the words given below.

(a) nowhere (b) scarcity 2
______________________________________________________________________________

SECTION B: WRITING

3. You are Priya / Pranav. Write an article on the topic Harmful Effects Of Junk
Food. 7

HINTS
 Junk food like pizza, burger, fries and aerated drinks
 Quick and easy to make
 Nutrition deficiency
 Health problems like diabetes, obesity and high blood pressure
 Problem of being overweight is common in children
 Lead sedentary lifestyle, watch television,little physical exercise
 Should be encouraged to do more of physical exercise



 Follow balanced diet
.

4. Design a poster urging people to save their environment from pollution. 6

5. Write a descriptive paragraph on your visit to a hill station. 5
Mention the following points.

 Where did you go ?
 Whom did you go with?
 How did you go?
 Duration of the trip
 The activities you did there
 Special memories of the trip -------photographs, souvenirs, etc.

6. Complete the dialogue between Sophia and a receptionist. 6

(a) Sophia-Can I have an appointment with the doctor ?
(b) Receptionist- I'm sorry .The doctor ___________.
(c) Sophia- Oh! But I must see her, as I have to show her my reports so that she _____as

possible.
(d) Receptionist- Ok. I will fix an appointment for 9 pm. But you must be on time as the

doctor _______.
(e) Sophia- Thank you. I will be _____.
(f) Receptionist- Yes, that will be fine. Please remember to bring your _______.
(g) Sophia-Yes I will not forget ___________with me.
___________________________________________________________________________

SECTION C: GRAMMAR

7. Rewrite the sentences using the correct question tags 2
(a) I should sit on the second seat, won't I?
(b) Yesterday was a cold and foggy morning, was it?

8. Change the following sentences into a negative sentence by using a negative word while
retaining the same meaning. 2

(a) It will be difficult to find your way out of here.
(b) They will be surprised to see that your room is still dirty
.
9. Use the adjectives given in the bracket in the correct order to complete the sentences. 4
(a) She bought a set of six _______________ coffee mugs.(ceramic/brown/large)
(b) I have a __________ table at home.(square/beautiful/wooden)
(c) Rahul is searching for some __________ recipes on the internet.(simple/Italian/delicious)
(d) I gifted Priya a ___________ clock on her birthday.(alarm/red/small)

10.Use the correct degree of adjective given in the bracket to fill in the blanks. Remember to
use the with the superlative degree. 2

(a) Rafting was a ______ task than gliding.(challenging).



(b) Sachin is ____________ athlete in the team.(fast)

11. Spot the error in these sentences and write the incorrect and the correct word in your
answer sheet against the correct question number. 2

(a) It wasn't mine fault. _______. _______
(b) Do them like the dance._________. _________
(c) Would you like to join ourselves for the lunch. ___________. ____________
(d) Where are there new bicycles._________. _____________

12. Fill in the blanks using few, a few ,or the few . 2
(a) There are _______ birds still sitting in the veranda.
(b) Grandpa gave away _______ bananas that he had.

13. Use the correct relative or interrogative pronoun to complete these questions. 2
(a) Have you met the new student ________joined our class yesterday?
(b) _________ did you lend your storybook to?
_____________________________________________________________________________

SECTION D: LITERATURE

14.Read the following extracts and answer the questions that follow.

(I) And a heaven full of stars
Over my head,
White and topaz
And misty red;
Myraids with beating
Hearts of fire
That aeons
Cannot vex or tire;

(a) Name the poem and the poet . 1
(b) Name the literary device used in the extract. 1
(c) What is the poet suggesting in the lines “that aeons cannot vex or tire”? 2

(II). Then we kissed the little maiden.
And we spoke in better cheer,
And we anchored safe in harbour
When the morn was shining clear.

(a) Name the poem and the poet. 1
(b) Who was the little maiden and who kissed her? 1
(c) Why did they kiss the little maiden? 2

15.Answer the following questions in 30-40 words. 6 x 2=12

(a)Why does the poet not want any lamps on? Explain with reference to the poem 'A Night



-Rain In Summer, by James Leigh Hunt.
(b) Why did the king suggest living in a cave?
(c) What kind of actions did the shoes stop Kitty from doing?
(d) Why does the poet say that stars have hearts of fire? Explain with reference to the

poem 'Stars'.
(e) Olive tried to help a bee. What did she end up doing instead?
(f) What is the theme of the poem 'The Captain's Daughter?'

16.Imagine yourself as Kitty. Write a diary entry describing your experience and the
adventure you had with the power shoes in not more than 80 words. 4


